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Extended Selective Encoding of Scan Slices for Reducing Test Data
and Test Power

Jun LIU†,††a), Student Member, Yinhe HAN†, Member, and Xiaowei LI†, Nonmember

SUMMARY Test data volume and test power are two major concerns
when testing modern large circuits. Recently, selective encoding of scan
slices is proposed to compress test data. This encoding technique, unlike
many other compression techniques encoding all the bits, only encodes the
target-symbol by specifying a single bit index and copying group data. In
this paper, we propose an extended selective encoding which presents two
new techniques to optimize this method: a flexible grouping strategy, X
bits exploitation and filling strategy. Flexible grouping strategy can de-
crease the number of groups which need to be encoded and improve test
data compression ratio. X bits exploitation and filling strategy can exploit
a large number of don’t care bits to reduce testing power with no com-
pression ratio loss. Experimental results show that the proposed technique
needs less test data storage volume and reduces average weighted switching
activity by 25.6% and peak weighted switching activity by 9.68% during
scan shift compared to selective encoding.
key words: selective encoding, test data compression, test power reduc-
tion, flexible grouping, X-filling

1. Introduction

The increasing number of IP cores integrated in system-on-
chip(SoC) has caused an exponential growth in test data
volume. Large test data volume has been a major factor
contributing to high test cost. Test data compression is
proven to be an efficient method to reduce test data volume.
Many compression techniques, such as selective Huffman
coding [1], run-length coding[2],[3], test compression tech-
nique based on multiple scan chains[4]–[9] and determin-
istic BIST [10],[11], have been proposed. A detailed sur-
vey of these techniques is presented in [12]. Besides test
data volume, test power is another concern during testing.
Circuits have more switching activities in test mode than in
function mode, which results in more power consumption.
The increasing average power and peak power will have an
adverse impact on the reliability of circuits and cause chip
malfunction. Many techniques, such as scan chains modifi-
cation [13] and reorder [16], power-aware ATPG [14], and
X-filling[15], have been proposed to reduce test power.

However, by considering these two metrics at the same
time, we can find that an effective compression technique
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may not be efficient in reducing test power. [17]–[21] fo-
cus on this problem and develop techniques to reduce test
data and test power simultaneously. Some of these works
usually considered a tradeoff between compression ratio and
test power because test data compression techniques and test
power reduction techniques based on X-filling utilize the
same X bits in test cubes. Therefore, reducing test power
will result in compression ratio loss. For example, [20]
firstly fills all don’t care bits by X-filling technique, such
as 0-filling, then selective encoding technique[4] is used to
compress test data. The method results in more test data
storage volume compared to [4].

However, it is possible to reduce test power with no
compression ratio loss. The proposed technique, extended
selective encoding of scan slices, can achieve the goal.
The proposed technique can further reduce test data stor-
age through new grouping strategy compared to selective
encoding[4]. Moreover, with no compression ratio loss, a
large number of don’t care bits are exploited to reduce test
power by grouping merging technique and identifying some
special scan slices.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the selective encoding of scan slices. The pro-
posed technique is shown in Sect. 3. Section 4 is the hard-
ware decompression architecture. Experimental results are
shown in Sect. 5 and section 6 concludes this paper.

2. Selective Encoding

To help understand the proposed technique, we introduce
the selective encoding technique[4] firstly.The test structure
of selective encoding is shown in Fig. 1, where the N-bits
test data loaded into N scan cells in parallel(as grey color
marked) is called a scan slice.The c-bits data from ATE
channels is called slice-code in this paper.

In selective encoding technique, a N-bits scan slice is
encoded to one or several c-bits slice-codes, where c = k+2,
k = �log(N+1)

2 �. Several examples of selective encoding are

Fig. 1 Multiple scan chains test.
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Table 1 Example of selective encoding.

No. Scan slice Slice codes Description

1 XXXX 0XXX XXXX XXX 00 1111
Start a new slice, map all X to 0

and no bits are set to 1

2 XXX1 11XX X0XX 0XX 01 1001

10 1100

Start a new slice, map all X to 1

and bit 9 is set to 0

Set bit 12 to 0

3 X111 XX00 XX01 X00
00 1011

11 0000

11 X111

Start a new slice, map all X to 0

and bit 11 is set to 1

Enter group copy mode from bit 0

The test data is X111

4 0XX0 00XX 1111 111

01 1111

11 0000

11 0XX0

11 00XX

Start a new slice, map all X to 1

and no bit is set to 0

Enter group copy mode from bit 0

The test data is 0XX0

The test data is 00XX

illustrated in Table 1, in which there are 4 scan slices with
N = 15 and k = 4. The slice-code in the third column
consists of two parts: control-code and data-code. The first
two bits are control-code and the following k bits are data-
code.

The encoding method firstly determines the target-
symbol of a scan slice by counting the number of value 0
and 1. If the number of value 0(1) is larger than the number
of value 1(0), the target-symbol is 1(0) and all X bits are
mapped to default value 0(1). The target-symbol is comple-
mentary to the default value. Then a scan slice is divided
into several groups from bit 0. Each group contains k bits
data (possible exception of the last group) and the starting
position of a group is 0, k,· · ·, (�N/k�−1)k. To present the se-
lective encoding easily, here we define three kinds of group:

1. M-type group: a group with two or more target-
symbols.

2. S-type group: a group containing one target-
symbol.

3. N-type group: a group without target-symbol.

Selective encoding only encodes S-type group and M-
type group. S-type group is encoded by specifying target-
symbol index and this is called single bit mode. M-type
group data is directly copied into slice-codes and this is
called group copy mode. Control-code 00(01) is the sign of
a new slice and indicates the target-symbol is 1(0). Control-
code 00,01,10 is the prefix of single bit mode and the k-bit
data-code following them specify one target-symbol posi-
tion in scan slice. Control-code 11 signifies the starting of
group copy mode. Two slice-codes are needed to encode a
M-type group. The k-bits data-code of the first slice-code
specifies the starting position of the M-type group and the
data-code of the second slice-code is the actual test data as
slice 3 shows. Multiple consecutive M-type groups can be
merged and only one data-code is used to indicate the start-
ing position of these groups as slice 4 shows.

It’s noted that the group copy mode should be inter-
leaved by single bit mode. When the number of M-type
group (multiple consecutive M-type groups are counted as
one M-type group) is larger than the number of S-type

group, additional dummy slice-codes (such as slice 1 and
slice 4 in Table 1) need to be padded. The number of dummy
slice-codes is the difference between the number of M-type
groups and S-type groups.

3. Proposed Technique

3.1 Flexible Grouping Strategy

Selective encoding is effective in reducing test data because
it only encodes S-type groups and M-type groups. We
also find that M-type groups, especially consecutive M-type
groups, are more efficient in reducing test data. The fol-
lowing is an extreme example. For a scan slice with given
m target-symbols, if the m target-symbols are distributed in
m S-type groups, it needs m slice-codes to encode the scan
slice. However, if the m target-symbols are distributed in
�m/k� consecutive M-type groups, it only needs �m/k� + 1
slice-codes, where k is group length.Group length means the
number of data bits contained in a group.

The above analysis motivates us to develop a new
grouping strategy for further reducing test data. The new
grouping strategy aims at reducing the number of S-type and
M-type groups through assigning more target-symbols into
consecutive M-type groups.

In [4], the starting position of a group is 0, k,
2k,· · ·,(�N/k� − 1)k, in which N is the bits number of a scan
slice, k is the group length and equals �log(N+1)

2 �. So in [4],
the starting position of a group is fixed. When encoding
a S-type group, it needs one slice-code. The data-code in
the slice-code is used to indicate the target-symbol position.
When encoding a single M-type group, two slice-codes are
needed. The data-code in the first slice-code is used to in-
dicate the starting position of the M-type group. However,
because data-code has �log(N+1)

2 � bits, it is enough to indi-
cate any one position in the scan slice. So the starting posi-
tion of a group doesn’t need to start from the fixed position
0, k, 2k, · · ·,(�N/k� − 1)k, it can start from other position,
such as the target-symbol position. The data from bit 0 to
precede the first target-symbol bit can be grouped into a N-
type group. Under the condition of the same group length, a
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Fig. 2 Pseudocode for flexible grouping strategy.

group whose first bit is target-symbol will have higher prob-
ability to be M-type and contain more target-symbols than
the group whose first bit is not target-symbol. In this way,
the number of M-type groups can be improved.

For example, the scan slice (X1XX1X00XX01X00),
the target-symbol is value 1. According to the grouping
method in [4], it has the following 4 groups: X1XX 1X00

XX01 000, in which there is no M-type group. The cor-
responding slice-codes are: 00 0001, 10 0100, 10 1011.
However, if the group starts from target-symbol, the scan
slice has the following groups: X 1XX1 X00XX0 1000.
It has one M-type group. The corresponding slice-codes are:
00 1011, 11 0001, 11 1XX1.

The pseudo-code of our proposed grouping strategy is
shown in Fig. 2. To make the procedure read easily, goto
statement is used and the statements that terminate the pro-
cedure are omitted in the pseudocode.

In the pseudocode, group(m,n) denotes one group from
bit m to bit n. The new grouping method will find the first
target-symbol. Then based on the group type, different oper-
ation will be carried out. The keys to the new grouping strat-
egy are as following: Firstly, to make a group contain more
target-symbols, in general, the first bit of S-type and M-type
is target-symbol. Secondly, once finding a M-type group,
the algorithm will judge the following k bits is whether a
M-type group. If it is M-type, the group and the directly
preceding M-type groups can be merged into new consecu-
tive M-type groups. In this way, more target-symbols can be
contained into consecutive M-type groups and test data can
be further reduced.

After finishing the procedure of Fig. 2, the groups with-
out assigned M-type or S-type belongs to N-type groups.
The following is an execution procedure example of the new
grouping strategy. A scan slice is shown in Table 2. For the
scan slice, N = 31, k = 5, the target-symbol is 1 and default

Table 2 A scan slice illustrating group procedure.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

scan slice bit 0 0 X X 1 0 X X

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

scan slice bit X 1 X 0 1 X X 1

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

scan slice bit 1 X X X 0 1 X X

24 25 26 27 28 29 30

scan slice bit 0 X X X 0 0 X

Table 3 The proposed group results.

No. Group Data Group Type

(1) 00XX N-type

(2) 10XXX S-type

(3) 1X01X M-type

(4) X11XX M-type

(5) X0 N-type

(6) 1XX0X S-type

(7) XX00X N-type

value is 0.
Firstly, the method finds the first target-symbol which

is the 4th bit in the slice of Table 2 and judges the type
of group(4,8). Group(4,8) has only one target-symbol
and will be signed with S-type. Then the algorithm will
search for next target-symbol from bit 9. Because bit 9
is the target-symbol, the algorithm will judge the type of
group(9,13). Group(9,13) with two target-symbols will be
signed with M-type. Because group(9,13) is M-type, the al-
gorithm continues judging the type of group(14,18) and will
sign group(14,18) with M-type for it contains two target-
symbols. Then the type of group(19,23) will be judged. Be-
cause it is S-type, the group(19,23) is canceled and will not
be signed with S-type. The algorithm will search for target-
symbol from bit 19. The above procedure is repeated until
each bit is assigned into a group.

After finishing the grouping procedure, the scan slice
is divided into seven groups, as shown in Table 3.

In the new group results, group 1, 5, 7 is N-type, group
2, 6 is S-type and group 3, 4 is M-type. From the exam-
ple, we can see the first bit of S-type group must be target-
symbol. Moreover, for consecutive M-type groups, the first
bit of the first M-type group is also target-symbol. Group
3 and 4 are the example of two consecutive M-type groups.
Besides, the group length of S-type and M-type is k. How-
ever, the group length of N-type group is variable, which
is different from selective encoding. In selective encoding,
the group length of N-type is also k. The group results of
selective encoding is shown in Table 4.

Based on the new group results, it needs 5 slice-codes
to encode the scan slice. However, based on the group re-
sults of selective encoding which is shown in Table 4, it
needs 6 slice-codes to encode the scan slice. In the ex-
ample, the flexible grouping strategy can reduce one slice-
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Table 5 Group results comparison between proposed technique and [4].

Circuits #Sc
Group results of proposed method Group results[4]

S-type num.
M-type num.

S-type num.
M-type num.

M1 M2 M1+M2 M1 M2 M1+M2

s13207

63 4567 449 589(165) 1038 4807 417 517(169) 934

127 3096 487 758(201) 1245 3279 542 627(175) 1169

255 2571 426 818(201) 1244 2676 475 701(186) 1176

511 2379 359 882(212) 1241 2469 399 778(199) 1177

s15850

31 4028 651 512(196) 1163 4471 649 346(148) 995

63 3021 618 833(260) 1451 3275 647 683(233) 1330

127 2320 639 1039(297) 1678 2528 687 907(290) 1594

255 1917 648 1162(296) 1810 2038 691 1023(311) 1937

s38417

127 9980 2387 3139(950) 5526 15506 2473 2680(885) 5153

255 7611 2035 3778(1107) 5813 8171 2151 3360(1055) 5511

511 5647 1867 4108(1156) 5975 6015 2126 3664(1091) 5790

1023 4410 1503 4483(1153) 5986 4696 1661 4219(1144) 5880

s38584

63 7322 1252 2444(695) 3696 8151 1373 2037(647) 3410

127 5937 1223 2758(659) 3981 6342 1297 2458(717) 3755

255 5155 1123 3147(653) 4270 5511 1238 2791(686) 4029

511 4794 1108 3184(608) 4292 5091 1171 2952(644) 4123

1023 4299 1109 3269(602) 4378 4481 1113 3154(667) 4267

b22s

63 12893 4763 2478(994) 7241 14467 4819 1917(821) 6736

127 9026 4352 4025(1584) 8377 9978 4699 3413(1369) 8112

255 6228 3242 5013(1849) 8225 6466 3535 4710(1797) 8245

511 3878 1773 6010(2028) 7783 4297 1968 5746(2035) 7714

b17s

63 20654 2911 1720(576) 4631 22497 2595 1408(493) 4003

127 15600 3868 2411(866) 6279 17010 3841 1881(678) 5722

255 12846 3947 3284(1115) 7231 13991 3993 2881(1033) 6874

511 10113 3506 4393(1493) 7899 10695 3984 3756(1345) 7740

1023 6651 3396 4852(1576) 8248 7378 3748 4272(1450) 7350

Table 4 Group results of selective encoding [4].

No. Group Data Group Type

(1) 00XX1 S-type

(2) 0XXX1 S-type

(3) X01XX S-type

(4) 11XXX M-type

(5) 01XX0 S-type

(6) XXX00 N-type

(7) X N-type

code. The advantage of the proposed grouping strategy lies
in that more target-symbols can be contained in consecutive
M-type groups. In this way, the number of groups that needs
to be encoded are reduced. So less test data are needed to
encode the scan slice.

The group results comparison between our proposed
method and selective encoding[4] is shown in Table 5. The
character of the circuits and corresponding test set are shown
in Table 8 of section 5. The #sc in the second column is
the number of scan chains. The third column is the number
of S-type groups. The following three columns show the
number of M-type groups, in which, M1 is the number of M-
type groups that are not adjacent to any other M-type groups.
Each group in M1 needs two slice-codes to encode it. In the

column of M2, the data is given in the format of a(b), in
which, a is the number of M-type groups that are adjacent
to other M-type and b means b data blocks. a(b) means a
M-type groups are distributed in b data blocks. Each block
consists of two or multiple consecutive M-type groups. The
value of a/b means how many M-type groups are contained
in a data block averagely. The higher the value of a/b is, the
better the compression results will be. M1+M2 is the total
number of M-type groups.

From Table 5, it can be seen that with the increased
number of scan chains, the number of S-type groups de-
creases and the number of M-type groups, especially the
number of consecutive M-type groups, increases. Because
group length(the data bits contained in a group) equals
�logN+1

2 �. With the increased number of scan chains, the
group length will also increase. So the probability that a
group is a M-type is increased.

Compared with selective encoding[4], our proposed
method reduces the number of S-type and increase the num-
ber of M-type groups, especially the consecutive M-type
groups increases. Furthermore, more consecutive M-type
groups can be contained in a block averagely. So the group
results achieves our desired goal and test data can be further
reduced based on the new group results.
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3.2 X Bits Exploitation for Power Reduction

In selective encoding mode, original test data in M-type
group are directly copied into slice-codes. For example, the
slice-code (11 X111) in slice 3 of Table 1, (X111) is the
original test data. When the slice-codes are stored in ATE,
the X bits among them can be filled with either value 1 or
value 0. This motivates us to exploit more X bits and utilize
these X bits to reduce test power.

To obtain more X bits, M-type and S-type group merg-
ing technique is developed to increase the number of X bits
in M-type groups. Moreover, another kind of X bits is ex-
ploited by identifying some special scan slices. The spe-
cial scan slices need the same number of slice-codes when
target-symbol is set to value 0 and 1, separately. The two
procedures will not result in compression ratio loss.

Group merging strategy: In M-type and S-type group
merging technique, the S-type groups that can be merged
must be adjacent to M-type groups. The group merging pro-
cedure changes S-type groups into M-type and doesn’t in-
crease test data. For example, in Table 3, it needs five slice-
codes to encode the scan slice. However, if S-type group 2
is encoded as M-type, the scan slice is also encoded to five
slice-codes. One slice-code for group 6, four slice-codes for
three consecutive M-type groups 2,3,4. After group merg-
ing procedure, all the X bits in group 2 can also be utilized
to reduce test power.

The merging procedure will decrease the number of S-
type groups. When the number of S-type groups is smaller
than the number of M-type groups (multiple consecutive
M-type groups are counted as one M-type group), addi-
tional dummy slice-codes need be padded as explained in
Sect. 2, which will result in the increase of test data. So the
number of S-type groups that can be merged must be lim-
ited. If the number of S-type groups and M-type groups are
nums,numm, the number of S-type allowed to be merged is
nums − mumm − 1.

Identifying special scan slices: Besides the X bits in
M-type groups, another kind of X bits can be exploited to
reduce test power. Among test sets, we find there are many
scan slices which need the same number of slice-codes when
the target-symbol is set to 0 and 1 separately. In this pa-
per, the kind of slices is named PRS-type scan slices (Power
Reduction scan Slice). Other scan slices belong to NS-
type(Normal scan Slice). The X bits in PRS-scan slices can
also be used to reduce test power. However, they are dif-
ferent from the X bits in M-type groups. The X bits in M-
type groups can be filled with arbitrary value. The X bits in
PRS-type scan slices must be filled with the same value. It
is noted that the X bits in M-type groups of PRS-type scan
slices can also be filled with arbitrary value.

The difference between NS-type and PRS-type scan
slices lies in that the target-symbol of NS-type can be deter-
mined for the purpose of compression. However, the target-
symbol of PRS-type scan slices is determined for the pur-
pose of reducing test power.

Table 6 Proposed filling results and filling results [4].

Scan slices Filling Results[4] Proposed Results

1.XXXX1XX 1111111 0000100

2.XX0XXXX 0000000 0000100

3.X101X0X 1101101 0101000

Several filling example of PRS-type scan slices are
shown in Table 6. The first column is 3 scan slices of PRS-
type. The second column and third column is the filling re-
sults of selective encoding and our proposed method, sepa-
rately. Two filling strategies need the same number of slice-
codes. The filling results in [4] result in 12 switching ac-
tivities. However, our filling strategy only has 3 switching
activities. The proposed X-filling strategy will be presented
in Sect. 3.3.

To identify PRS-type slices, an accurate method is that
each slice is encoded twice when target-symbol is set to
value 0 and 1 separately. If test set is very large and this pro-
cedure is time-consuming, the following three criteria can
be used.

1. A scan slice without care bit;
2. A scan slice with only one care bit;
3. A scan slice with k0 = k1(k0, k1 ≥ 1) and encoding the

scan slice needs the same number of slice-codes when
target-symbol is set to value 0 and 1 separately, where
k0 and k1 is the number of value 0,1 in the scan slice.

A scan slice meeting one of three criteria can be catego-
rized into PRS-type. The method may cause a small fraction
of PRS-type scan slices misjudged into NS-type. For exam-
ple, the scan slice(1011 XXXX XXX0 XXX), will be cate-
gorized into NS-type based on the above method. However,
it needs the same number of slice-codes when target-symbol
is 0 and 1 separately.

The percentage of exploited X bits using the proposed
method is shown in Table 7. In the table, Xm, Xgm is the
percentage of X bits in M-type groups before group merging
and after group merging. Xprs is the percentage of X bits in
PRS-type scan slices. The final column is the sum of Xgm

and Xprs.
From the table, it can be seen that with the in-

creased number of scan chains, the value of Xm,Xgm also
increases,Xprs decreases except circuits b22s. Because a
scan slice will have more data bits with the increased num-
ber of scan chains, the corresponding M-type group length
is increased and may contain more X bits. So the value of
Xm,Xgm increases. However, when the bits number of a scan
slice increase, the probability that a scan slice is PRS-type
turns smaller and this results in the decrease of Xprs. The
Xprs in b22s increases, which is due to the low X bits density.
When number of scan chains are increased, the number of
PRS-type scan slices meeting the third criteria are increased
due to the low X bits density. From Table 8 in Sect. 5, we
can see that the test set of b22s has the lowest X bits density
among all circuits.
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Table 7 The percentage of X bits for power reduction.

Circuits #Sc
The percentage of exploited X bits
Xm Xgm Xprs Sum

s13207
63 0.83 1.15 66.4 67.55

127 1.33 1.86 48.3 50.16

s15850
31 1.90 5.54 44.2 49.74

63 3.63 8.45 23.9 32.35

s38417
127 2.53 3.77 76.8 80.57

255 3.47 5.10 74.9 80.0

s38584
63 2.54 3.54 47.7 51.24

127 3.99 5.59 33.2 38.79

b22s
63 4.99 7.06 15.0 22.06

127 5.84 7.83 22.3 30.13

b17s
63 1.11 1.45 29.1 30.55

127 2.19 2.85 16.6 19.45

3.3 X-Filling Strategy

The proposed X-filling strategy is a two-pass procedure.
The first is partial X-filling procedure, the other is full X-
filling procedure.

Partial X-filling procedure only fills the X-bits in N-
type and S-type groups of NS-type scan slices with default
value (complementary to target-symbol).

After partial X-filling procedure, the X bits in M-type
groups of NS-type scan slices and all X bits in PRS-type
scan slices are still unfilled. Full X-filling procedure will
fill the X bits. Corresponding to different test vector type,
full X-filling procedure has different filling strategies. Test
vector can be categorized into the following three types:

1. Type-1: All the scan slices contained in the test
vector are NS-type.

2. Type-2: Partial scan slices contained in it are NS-
type, partial are PRS-type.

3. Type-3: All the scan slices contained in it are PRS-
type.

Type-1 test vectors filling strategy: Because all the scan
slices contained in this kind of test vector are NS-type, after
partial X-filling procedure, the rest X bits all lies in M-type
groups. So they can be filled arbitrarily with value 0 and 1.
Adjacent filling strategy[15](also known as Minimum Tran-
sition filling) can be used.

Type-2 test vectors filling strategy: For the kind of test
vector, the unfilled X bits includes the X bits in M-type
groups of NS-type scan slice and all the X bits in PRS-type
scan slice. The minimum transition filling results can be ob-
tained if each PRS-type scan slice is filled twice with value 0
and 1 separately. However, the time complexity is 2m, where
m is the number of PRS-type scan slices in the test vector.
To simplify the procedure, a greedy algorithm is developed
to fill the kind of test vector.

The first step of the algorithm is to find a PRS-type scan
slice adjacent to NS-type and determine the target-symbol

Fig. 3 Type-2 vector filling example.

of the PRS-type scan slice. If the PRS-type scan slice is
above NS-type, the number of two-tuples (X,0) and (X,1)
are counted separately, where X is the don’t care bits in
PRS-type, value 0 and 1 are the care bits in NS-type. If the
number of (X,1) is larger than the number of (X,0), value 0
will be the target-symbol of the PRS-type scan slice. Oth-
erwise, value 1 is the target-symbol. If PRS-type is below
the NS-type, the number of two-tuples (0,X) and (1,X) will
be counted to determine the target-symbol. After determin-
ing the target-symbol, scan slice grouping procedure, group
merging procedure and partial X-filling procedure is used to
deal with the scan slice. Then the PRS-type scan slice is
changed to NS-type. The algorithm will repeat the above
procedure until all the PRS-type scan slices are changed to
NS-type. Finally the Type-2 test vector is changed to Type-
1. Then Adjacent filling strategy is used to fill the rest X
bits.

A filling example is shown in Fig. 3, in which scan slice
1 is PRS-type and the second is a NS-type scan slice after
partial X-filling. The unfilled X bits in scan slice 2 are in
M-type groups. In the example, the number of two-tuples
(X,0), (X,1) is 7 and 1. So the target-symbol of the first
slice is value 1. Figure 3 (b) is the result of flexible group-
ing, grouping merging and partial X-filling procedure. After
the procedures, the type of slice 1 is changed to NS-type.
Figure 3 (c) is the results of adjacent filling strategy.

It is noted that if a scan slice doesn’t contain target-
symbol after full X-filling procedure, one initial X bit can
be filled with target-symbol. For example, the second slice
in Table 6, the target-symbol is value 1 and will not be con-
tained in the slice after full X-filling procedure. As shown
in the column of proposed filling results, the fourth bit of the
second slice can be filled with value 1 and this doesn’t result
in compression ratio loss.

Type-3 test vectors filling strategy: The filling strategy
for Type-3 test vector is similar to Type-2.

The first step is to find a scan slice with care bit (for
some test vectors, first several scan slices are all X bits). If
the first scan slice in the test vector has care bit, the target-
symbol of the second slice will be determined based on the
number of (0, X) and (1, X), where 0,1 is the care bit of first
slice, X is the don’t care bits in the second slice. The method
of determining the target-symbol is the same as Type-2 test
vector. If the scan slice with care bit is not the first one,
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Fig. 4 Pseudocode for complete encoding procedure.

Fig. 5 Decompression architecture.

assuming it is the ith, the target-symbol of the (i − 1)th
scan slice can be determined based on the number of (X,
0) and (X,1), where X are the don’t care bits of the (i − 1)th
scan slice, 0,1 are the care bits of the ith scan slice. Once
the target-symbol is determined, scan slice grouping, group
merging procedure and partial X-filling procedure will deal
with the scan slice. Then the scan slice is changed into NS-
type. After this procedure, the type of this vector is changed
into Type-2 and the filling strategy for Type-2 can be used.

After full X-filling procedure, all the X bits in scan
slice is determined and the needed slice-codes can be gener-
ated using selective encoding mode. The complete encoding
procedure of the proposed technique is shown in Fig. 4. The
scan slice grouping procedure in line 9 has been presented
in Sect. 3.1, group merging procedure of line 10 is shown in
Sect. 3.2.

4. Decompression Architecture

The decompression architecture is shown in Fig. 5, which
has similar decoding procedure as [4].

The k-bits address register works in group-copy-mode
and receives the starting address of M-type group. When

Table 8 Area overhead comparison.

#Sc
Area Overhead(cm2)

A1/A2
A1: Prop. A2: [4]

31 0.108×10−3 0.106×10−3 1.02

63 0.235×10−3 0.199×10−3 1.18

127 0.532×10−3 0.385×10−3 1.38

255 1.18×10−3 0.752×10−3 1.57

511 2.55×10−3 1.49×10−3 1.71

1023 5.22×10−3 2.95×10−3 1.77

Table 9 Character of experimental circuits.

Circuits SFF PI TD(bit) FC X ratio

s38584 1426 38 245952 100% 84.6%

s38417 1636 28 547456 100% 91.2%

s13207 638 62 205800 100% 93.2%

s15850 534 77 89817 100% 82.6%

b22s 735 32 329810 99.76% 75.3%

b17s 1415 37 801504 99.92% 89.9%

consecutive M-type groups need to be decoded, the value
of register will be added k per cycle, where k is the group
length.

The k to N decoder is a single hot decoder. At any time
only one of the N outputs will be asserted. In group-copy-
mode, additional combinational logic is added in buffers to
select k consecutive buffer cells.

The k to N demultiplexer is the new added model,
which works in group-copy-mode and allocates k-bits data
to k consecutive buffer cells. In [4], the data is directly con-
nected to buffer cells and the model is not needed. The de-
tailed decoding procedure refers to [4].

The purpose of the buffer is to form a N-bits scan slice.
Once the scan slice is formed, the N-bits data in the buffer
will be loaded into scan flip-flops in parallel. The proce-
dure of forming the scan slice in buffer likes the procedure
of writing data into memory cells. When encoding a S-
type group, the data-code in slice-code is the address of the
memory cell and sets the value of the memory cell to target-
symbol. When encoding M-type groups, the data-code in
the first slice-code is the starting address of memory cells,
the following data are the contents to be written into mem-
ory cells from the starting address.

We synthesized the two decoders in the proposed tech-
nique and [4] by Synopsys Design Compiler using the
SMIC18 library based on 0.18 micron technology. The area
overhead of the two decoders for various number of scan
chains are reported in Table 8. In the table, the first column
is the number of scan chains. A1 and A2 denote the decoder
area overhead in our proposed technique and [4], separately.
The last column is the area overhead times of the two de-
coders. Compared with [4], the proposed technique needs
larger area overhead. However, even the number of scan
chains is 1023, the decoder area overhead in the proposed
technique is less than 2% for million-gate circuits.
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Table 10 Comparison of proposed technique and [4].

Circuits #Sc
Test data reduction ratio

WSA during scan in and scan out
Average WSA Peak WSA

[4] Proposed Inc. [4] Proposed Red. [4] Proposed Red.

s13207

63 3.88 4.08 5.15% 181.5 103.6 42.9% 366 319 12.8%

127 4.08 4.48 9.80% 167.6 98.1 41.5% 396 383 3.28%

255 4.16 4.6 10.58% 127.6 89.56 29.8% 453 421 3.06%

511 3.96 4.45 12.37% 119.38 67.9 51.50% 489 473 3.27%

s15850

31 1.96 2.06 5.10% 150.7 97.6 35.2% 283 256 9.5%

63 1.92 2.07 7.81% 147.2 96.5 34.4% 309 280 9.4%

127 1.78 2.0 12.36% 126.37 90.95 28.03% 336 243 27.68%

255 1.68 1.9 13.10% 112.58 67.39 40.14% 360 329 8.6%

s38417

127 2.92 3.19 9.25% 242.3 179.1 26.1% 1037 834 19.6%

255 2.95 3.28 11.2% 183.5 156.7 14.6% 1046 1002 4.2%

511 2.94 3.38 14.97% 223.6 162.73 27.2% 1182 1168 1.2%

1023 3.17 3.49 10.09% 213.87 132.83 37.89% 1171 1135 3.07%

s38584

63 2.09 2.32 11.0% 430.9 348.1 19.2% 767 725 5.5%

127 2.00 2.29 14.5% 423.0 341.2 19.3% 833 741 11.0%

255 1.88 2.18 15.96% 310.08 291.53 5.98% 877 837 4.56%

511 1.71 2.06 20.47% 286.0 213.1 25.49% 968 934 3.5%

1023 1.80 1.96 8.89% 159.92 124.1 22.4% 1004 981 2.29%

b22s

63 1.45 1.54 6.21% 166 122.7 26.1% 505 443 12.3%

127 1.39 1.51 8.63% 142.4 98.8 30.6% 564 457 18.97%

255 1.42 1.62 14.08% 144.4 94.23 34.7% 587 456 28.86 %

511 1.51 1.86 23.18% 84.43 77.59 8.1% 598 547 8.53%

b17s

63 3.24 3.39 4.63% 361.9 269.9 25.4% 940 796 15.3%

127 3.11 3.27 5.14% 325.6 289.4 11.1% 1070 937 12.4%

255 2.92 3.14 7.53% 245.73 236.59 3.72% 1174 1057 9.97%

511 2.85 3.14 10.18% 203.86 185.34 9.08% 1204 1109 7.89%

1023 2.91 3.29 13.06% 238.46 181.9 23.72% 1236 1144 7.44%

Ave. 2.53 2.79 10.97% 212.26 162.21 25.6% 759.81 692.58 9.68%

5. Experimental Results

The proposed technique and selective encoding[4] are ap-
plied to several large circuits in ISCAS’89 and ITC’99
benchmark circuits. ATPG tool “TetraMAX” from Synop-
sys is used to generate test set with no random-filling. The
character of the benchmark circuits and corresponding test
set are reported in Table 9. In the table , SFF in the second
column denotes the number of scan flip flops. PI is the num-
ber of primary inputs. TD is the size of generated test set
and FC is the fault coverage of circuits. The last column is
the percentage of X bits in TD.

It is known that the commercial tools based on broad-
casting scan and linear decompressor are available. How-
ever, the two methods need to interactive with ATPG and
fault simulation. This means the circuit structure must be
known. However, for some designs based on IP cores, the
circuit structure of some IP cores are not known because
IP cores vendors keep it as commercial secrets[4]. In this
situation, system integrators only compress the test vectors
supplied by the IP cores vendors. During compression, the
ATPG and fault simulation tool can not be used. The selec-
tive encoding technique[4] is proposed to compress the IP
cores test data. Our proposed technique is an extension to

selective encoding, also applies to IP cores compression and
doesn’t need to interactive with ATPG and fault simulation.
So it is unfair to compare our proposed technique with the
commercial compression tools based on linear decompres-
sor and broadcasting scan.

Besides, if we directly use the techniques based on lin-
ear decompressor and broadcasting scan to compress the ex-
isted test set, test data compression ratio will be very low.
This is due to the character of test set: large majority of bits
in the first several test cubes is care bits. To compress the
test cubes, the number of external inputs to the decomprssor
will be very large. In the two techniques, test data compres-
sion ratio can be calculated as: 1 − NE/NI , in which NI is
the number of internal scan chain inputs, NE is the number
of external inputs(the inputs to decompressor). For a circuit,
NI is constant. When NE turns larger, the compression ra-
tio turns smaller. In the paper, we compared our proposed
technique with the most closely related work [4] and [20].

The comparison results of the proposed technique and
[4] are shown in Table 10. The #sc in the second column
is the number of scan chains. The test data reduction ra-
tio[4] in the table is defined as TD/TE , in which TE is the
test data bits after compression. The column of “Inc.” is the
percentage of increased test data reduction ratio compared
to [4]. The proposed technique improve test data reduction
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Table 11 Comparison between [20] and proposed technique.

Circuits #Sc
Test data storage bits

WSA during scan in and scan out
Average WSA Peak WSA

Proposed [20] Inc. Proposed [20] Red. Proposed [20] Red.

s13207

63 50440 61272 21.48% 103.6 72.555 29.97% 319 318 0.3%

127 45981 57393 24.82% 98.12 60.87 37.96% 383 322 15.93%

255 44740 56450 26.17% 89.56 47.4 47.07% 421 303 28.03%

511 46299 58619 26.61% 67.9 46.13 32.06% 473 264 44.19%

s15850

31 43582 51674 18.57% 97.59 54.4 44.26% 256 250 2.34%

63 43424 51528 18.66% 96.46 50.4 47.75% 280 255 8.93%

127 44892 53109 18.30% 90.95 40.35 55.63% 243 217 10.70%

255 47260 55130 16.65% 67.39 54.24 19.51% 329 228 30.70%

s38417

127 171783 210879 22.76% 179.1 138.4 22.72% 834 793 4.92%

255 166730 205210 23.08% 156.71 120.88 22.86% 1002 758 24.35%

511 162074 197043 21.58% 162.73 118.41 27.24% 1168 716 38.69%

1023 156972 190944 21.64% 132.83 122.79 7.56% 1135 577 49.16%

s38584

63 105840 136144 28.63% 348.123 134.1 61.48% 725 697 3.86%

127 107379 137106 27.68% 341.2 123.84 63.70% 741 688 7.15%

255 112920 143410 27.00% 291.53 109.51 62.44% 837 666 20.43%

511 119251 150161 25.92% 213.1 102.34 51.98% 934 598 35.97%

1023 125184 157164 25.55% 124.1 81.18 34.59% 981 618 37.00%

b22s

63 214320 238328 11.20% 122.7 81.21 33.81% 443 333 24.83%

127 217944 239787 10.02% 98.8 72.09 27.03% 457 312 31.73%

255 203510 222450 9.31% 94.23 60.15 36.17% 456 343 24.78%

511 177309 200354 13.00% 77.59 62.53 19.41% 547 465 14.99%

b17s

63 236352 324048 37.10% 269.9 153.98 42.95% 796 690 13.32%

127 245250 321219 30.98% 289.4 136.72 52.76% 937 698 25.51%

255 255220 322190 26.24% 236.59 142.86 39.62% 1057 771 27.06%

511 255607 307109 20.15% 185.34 109.16 41.10% 1109 606 45.36%

1023 243468 284976 17.05% 181.9 117.9 35.18% 1144 886 22.55%

Ave. 140144 170524 21.93% 162.21 92.86 38.34% 693 514 22.80%

ratio 10.97% averagely. Besides, with the increased num-
ber of scan chains, inc is also increased. Because the group
length increases with the increased number of scan chains,
the proposed flexible grouping strategy will have more ef-
fective grouping results compared to selective encoding[4].

The second part of the table is the comparison results of
test power. The weighted switching activity (WSA) is used
to evaluate the power value. The average WSA is calculated
by total transitions counts(including scan in and scan out)
/ shift cycles during test. The peak WSA is the maximum
transition counts in a cycle during test. Compared to [4], our
proposed technique reduces average WSA and peak WSA
by 25.6%, 9.68% during scan in and scan out.

Table 11 is the comparison results between [20] and
our proposed technique. The primary objective in [20] is re-
ducing test power. It firstly fills all the X bits by 0-filling,
1-filling and adjacent-filling, separately, then selective en-
coding is used to compress test data. However, the primary
objective in our proposed technique is reducing test data.
Then with no loss of compression ratio, large number of X
bits is exploited to reduce test power. So compared with
[20], it can be inferred that our proposed technique needs
fewer test data bits, but the test power consumption is larger
than [20]. In Table 11, the results in the column [20] are ob-

tained by using 0-filling strategy fills X bits, then selective
encoding is used to compress test data. Compared with our
proposed technique, [20] needs 21.93% larger test data stor-
age and reduces average and peak WSA 38.34%, 22.80%,
respectively.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, an extended selective encoding of scan slices
is proposed. The proposed technique reduces test data stor-
age by a flexible grouping strategy. By assigning more
targets-symbols into consecutive M-type groups, the flex-
ible grouping strategy can decrease the number of groups
to be encoded and increases the number of consecutive M-
type groups. Moreover, with no test compression ratio loss,
a large number of X bits are exploited by S-type and M-
type group merging and identifying PRS-type scan slices.
The corresponding X-filling strategy is proposed to fill the
X bits. Compared to selective encoding, the average and
peak WSA is reduced 25.6% and 9.68%, respectively, dur-
ing scan shift.
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